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Construction Begins on MWC $70 Million
Treatment Plant Upgrade
Middlesex Water Company has begun construction
of a new ozone treatment facility and various
other upgrades at its Carl J. Olsen Treatment Plant
in Edison, New Jersey. Project partners include
Northeast Remsco Construction serving as the General
Contractor and Jacobs Engineering Group serving as
the Consulting Engineer. Construction is commencing
and is anticipated to be completed by mid-2021.

“We’re excited to begin implementing this
technology at our largest treatment plant to further

I think a lot of us are concerned about these
media reports and feel frustrated about how
these issues are portrayed. After 34 years
in the water industry, including thirteen as
President of Middlesex Water Company, my
frustration stems largely from my belief that
the public is not receiving the full, unbiased
truth about these issues, their origins and their
solutions. Now, that’s my opinion and I’m not
speaking on behalf of my industry peers.
Dennis W. Doll, MWC President (left)  is joined by project
partners Russell Ford, Vice President & Global DirectorDrinking Water and Reuse Solutions at Jacobs and
Rolando Acosta, President and CEO Northeast at Remsco
Construction, recognizing the commencement of the new
ozone treatment facility project.

protect the health and safety of our customers,”
said Dennis Doll, Chairman, CEO and President of
Middlesex Water. “Through this installation and
enhanced emergency power generation, among
other improvements at the plant, we’re staying ahead
of new and changing regulations, improving water
quality, hardening our facilities against weather
events and providing a safer work environment for
our employees,” added Doll.

Check Out Our New Address!
Middlesex Water Company has relocated its Customer Payment Center and other offices to:
Woodbridge Corporate Plaza
485C Route 1 South, Building C – 4th Floor
Iselin, New Jersey 08830

A Conversation with
Middlesex Water
CEO Dennis Doll
Water issues seem to always
be in the news lately. What are
your thoughts about the state of
New Jersey’s water infrastructure?

The CJO Water Treatment plant treats an average of 30
million gallons a day providing water to nearly half a
million residents in eastern Middlesex and Monmouth
counties in New Jersey.
MWC is investing $70 million on various upgrades
at the Company’s existing water treatment plant to
provide increased resiliency and to replace sodium
hypochlorite with ozone as the primary disinfectant
in the water treatment process. This will help ensure
compliance with increasingly stringent drinking water
quality regulations and to mitigate the occurrence of
disinfection by-products which can form in parts of
the distribution system when chlorine is used. Ozone
disinfects pathogenic organisms found in water more
effectively than chlorine and is currently the most
widely used water disinfection method used in the
world. In addition to inactivating pathogens in raw
water, it also helps to improve taste, odor and is more
effective in addressing new chemicals of emerging
concern. The Company will also be upgrading its
emergency electric generation back up system to help
ensure continued service in the event of power loss.
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(Building C is directly across from the Grande
Apartments and within walking distance of
our former location.) Customers can make
payments at the Payment Window of our new
location or mail their payment to:
PO BOX 826538 Philadelphia, PA 19182-6538.

Some people claim that as a
private investor-owned company,
your primary obligation is to
shareholders. How would you
respond to that claim?
There are some who consider the private
water industry as a pool of “greedy
profiteers” who care only about delivering
profits to shareholders to the detriment of
all other stakeholders. I have a fiduciary
obligation to shareholders because it is
they who take the risk to provide us with
the capital necessary to prudently upgrade
and replace critical infrastructure. But I
also answer to other stakeholders – to
customers who require safe, adequate and
reliable water and wastewater service,
to employees who deserve a safe and
supportive working environment, to
regulators to whom I am accountable for
maintaining compliance and the financial
and operational capacity to provide service
and, to the very communities we serve
who count on us as a trusted resource and
economic driver.
(Cont’d. on Page 2)
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Working in Water
Careers in the water industry offer a broad range of
opportunities, especially for those who are looking
to leverage their skills in science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM). Lab technicians,
information technology managers, construction
engineers and plant operators are just a few highly
sought after positions offered in the water industry.
These jobs offer individuals stability, economic
independence and the
ability to make meaningful
contributions to the local
community.
For those seeking more
traditional careers, the water
industry offers opportunities
in accounting, business

development, engineering, human resources,
communications and administrative support.
Several times a year, our team engages students at
Career Days at all levels to educate them about the
various skills needed to perform jobs in the water sector.
MWC also participates in job fairs for those individuals
seeking employment. Attending
job fairs and networking
events enable MWC to reach
high quality candidates with
diverse skills. To find out
more about current open
positions, go to https://
www.middlesexwater.com/
careers.

MWC Recognized for Board Gender Diversity
Middlesex Water Company is among
a distinguished group of 29 other
publicly held companies in New
Jersey to be named a recipient of
Executive Women of New Jersey’s
2019 Corporate Board Gender
Diversity Award for achieving an
impactful level of gender inclusion
by appointing three or more women to
their Board of Directors.

In addition, Middlesex Water was also
recognized by 2020 Women on Boards
(2020WOB) for board gender diversity.
2020WOB is a national campaign to
increase the percentage of women on
U.S. company boards to 20% or greater
by 2020.  At Middlesex Water, women
make up 38% of its corporate board of
director seats as well as 38% of its executive
management team.

Company Welcomes
New Board Member
Ann Noble
Shareholders voted to elect new board member Ann L. Noble,
financial and management consultant, to Middlesex Water’s Board
of Directors in May 2019. Ms. Noble provides advisory services in
the areas of strategic planning, financial management, business
development and contract negotiation. Ms. Noble is a graduate
of Seton Hall University with a Bachelor of Science in Accounting.

(A Conversation with CEO Dennis Doll Cont’d.)

How are public and private
utilities the same? How are
they different?
All water and wastewater utilities,
whether investor-owned or government/
municipally-owned, are subject to
numerous federal and state regulations
with respect to water quality and
wastewater effluent quality. That’s how
they are the same. But they are different
in how they set rates. The rates and service
quality of investor-owned utilities are
under the jurisdiction of the New Jersey
Board of Public Utilities (NJBPU). In New
Jersey, we have a very strong consumer
advocate in the Division of Rate Counsel
who intervenes in all rate proceedings
and advocates rigorously on behalf of
customers. The rates and service quality of
government-owned systems are governed
either by municipal Ordinance or by a public
Authority. Decisions regarding customers’
rates and service quality are made by a
governing body of either elected officials or
others appointed by them.
Is one business model better
than the other?
I do not believe one business model is
inherently better than the other. They
are just different. I network with leaders
of utilities of all sizes under both models
public and private.
(Cont’d. on Page 3)
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(A Conversation with CEO Dennis Doll Cont’d.)

Many government systems are staffed by very
talented people who are making appropriate
upgrades, providing great customer service,
achieving compliance, appropriately
maintaining assets and charging reasonable
rates to customers. Private systems are
well run, too. We have to be or we’re out of
business. But on occasion, there are groups
that will criticize the private water industry
claiming “public management of water
is good and private is bad.” These activist
groups will cite operating revenues, executive
compensation, dividends and other small
bits of information, all taken out of context,
to distract and inflame public opinion against
private water running of municipal systems.
This narrative does nothing to actually
solve the pressing problems concerning
infrastructure needs.
Some of the confusion might stem
from the fact that the public doesn’t
fully understand how investor-owned
utilities make money. So, how does
Middlesex make money?
We earn a return for shareholders on the
capital investments we make in infrastructure
and other utility assets. The investor-owned
regulatory model provides dollar-for-dollar
recovery in customers’ rates for our operations,
maintenance, interest, taxes and other
prudently-incurred costs – the total cost of
running the system. We obtain no benefit for
shareholders relative to these costs other than
temporary timing differences relative to costs
either increasing or decreasing, or revenues
being either higher or lower than anticipated,
between rate proceedings. Our rates are
established by the NJBPU to provide recovery
of prudently-incurred costs and provide a
fair opportunity (not a guarantee) to earn an
appropriate return on the capital we invest.
When it comes to making infrastructure improvements, do challenges
exist for both models?
Certainly. In the investor owned model, a
conflict of interest exists between meeting
the needs of customers and shareholders.
In theory, the more private utilities invest
in capital infrastructure projects, the more
profit they can deliver for shareholders.
When government-owned systems require
capital improvements, they need to raise debt
capital and sometimes residents’ rates to
fund capital and operating expenditures. But
often, politics comes into play. It’s no secret

that raising customers’ rates or increasing
property taxes does not make government
leaders popular or help them win re-elections.
Sometimes maintenance gets deferred, pipe
is not replaced and assets are not adequately
maintained – all to avoid rate increases or
property tax increases
Is that what’s happening in the
media reports we’re seeing today?
Lead, crumbling infrastructure, etc.?
Some of it. Many of the current water
problems in the media were years in the
making through inadequate stewardship
or outright neglect of the utility. Too often
the problem was kicked down the road for
someone else to solve and the infrastructure
just continued to deteriorate. It’s my belief
that every entity, public or private, should
stand on its own to solve problems that are
self-imposed, and that those who are the
recipients of the services should be the ones
who pay the bill, not the taxpayer at-large
who had no role in creating the problems
and is not even a recipient of that service.
I’ve often said that giving federal or state
taxpayer dollars to officials who were not
held accountable, and who let their systems
fall into disrepair or out of compliance, is, in
effect, rewarding them for potentially years of
irresponsible behavior.
So, is privatization of water systems
the answer?
It depends. Well-run, well capitalized
government-owned water or wastewater
utilities never need to sell their systems or
partner with private entities to operate their
systems. Private entities typically tend to
get involved only when government entities
are either unable or unwilling to solve the
problems themselves. The practical reality
is that in some systems, the infrastructure
neglect has run so deep and for so long that
many public entities cannot solve them on
their own without some form of outside
assistance. So what was once an operational
issue is now a social issue that needs to
be solved no matter what. Regardless of
your political or business views, water and
wastewater services are a critical aspect of
public health and safety and all those served
by either private or government-owned
systems are entitled to receive quality services
at an appropriate cost.

So when do acquisitions or publicprivate partnerships make sense?
It happens quite often that a well-meaning
governing body is faced with infrastructure
challenges that need to be met, but they don’t
have the technical or financial capacity to
solve the problems on their own. So, they may
reach out to a private professional provider for
guidance. That’s a responsible thing to do.  Our
company can act as a resource.
What prevents municipalities from
partnering with private water?
In some cases., outside activists step in and
mount campaigns to convince local officials
and the public that private entity involvement
should never be considered. Their standard
talking points are that service quality will
suffer and rates will increase. The problem
is — they seldom have any technical or
operational expertise needed to actually
solve the problems and their only solution
is to recommend more and more taxpayer
subsidies. The reality is in some circumstances,
an outright sale of a government-owned
utility to an investor-owned entity or a
public-private partnership through a contract
operation or a concession–type contract does
make sense and are all potentially viable
options to solve the many infrastructure and
other utility problems.
We hear about huge subsidies being
granted to address water issues.
Where is that money coming from?
The harsh reality is that customers and/or
taxpayers are picking up the tab. When faced
with large upgrade or replacement costs, the
goal of many government–owned systems is
to obtain as much taxpayer-subsidized funding
as possible so the financial burden is borne
largely by others who are not their constituents
(i.e., federal and/or state taxpayers…that
means you and me, too.Even, to mitigate the
rate shock to customers when an investorowned utility acquires a government-owned
utility, acquisition and operating costs, as well
as future capital improvements and other
costs, may sometimes be spread across the
private utility’s larger existing customer base.
The larger the existing customer base, the less
onerous the impact on both the existing and
acquired customers’ rates. In this scenario,
existing customers are paying to solve the
problems of these acquired systems where
those customers did not create o r contribute
to the problems.
(Cont’d. on Page 4)
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(A Conversation with CEO Dennis Doll Cont’d.)

Back to the social issue, I can support this
approach where there is no other feasible
solution to provide an under-served
population with critical utility services.
However, when excessive costs are incurred
to acquire a system and it’s the existing
customers who are essentially bestowing a
financial windfall on a government-owned
utility for years of poor stewardship, to
me that is outright wrong. I believe these
acquisitions need to move forward on their
own operational and financial merits devoid
of subsidies by taxpayers or other nonaffected groups.
So how can NJ residents be
confident in their drinking water?
Customers of privately owned or
government-owned systems of any size
or under any business model deserve to
receive comparable quality levels of service
at appropriate cost and their owners
should be held appropriately accountable
for the quality of their management. That
may seem obvious but in New Jersey it’s
taken enactment of the Water Quality
Accountability Act to make that statement
law. While not a total solution, this law
has the potential to put a spotlight on the

detailed causes of the problems on a systemby-system level (both public and private) and
integrates accountability by requiring mayors
or utility directors to certify, in writing,
compliance with drinking water standards
and other requirements.
Any parting thoughts?
All of us, whether public or private, need
to sign on to a culture of transparency
and accountability when it comes to the
operations and viability of our utilities. We
need to better understand our water and
today’s challenges, regulations, the important
role of maintenance and the valuable role
all utilities play in delivering public health
protection and quality of life. As concerned
residents, as elected officials, as experts in
water and wastewater matters — we need
to commit to dealing honestly and in good
faith in addressing these issues and carve
out politics, greed and personal agendas.
Legislation is a start, but we have to make
sure legislation is enforced and enforced
equally among investor-owned
and government–owned entities. All
NJ residents deserve safe drinking water
at a reasonable cost.

Dennis Doll
Named Chair of Water
Research Foundation
The Water Research
Foundation (WRF) is a
nonprofit, charitable and
educational organization
which funds, manages,
and publishes research on
the technology, operation,
and management of
drinking water, wastewater, reuse, and stormwater collection, treatment
and supply systems—all in pursuit of ensuring water
quality, protecting public health and the environment
and improving water services to the public. Serving
on the WRF Board since, 2010, Dennis W. Doll has been
named Chairman of the WRF Board and is serving a
two-year term.

MWC Participates
in Business
Discovery Day

Middlesex Water Subsidiary to
Acquire Water Systems
Middlesex Water’s subsidiary, Tidewater Utilities,
Inc. (Tidewater), has received approval from the
Delaware Public Service Commission (DEPSC) to
acquire the Wilkerson Water Company (Wilkerson) and the Broadkiln Beach Water Company
(Broadkiln), both in Delaware, from J.H. Wilkerson
& Son, Inc. Customers of these companies will
be served by Tidewater’s regulated water utility
business that currently serves more than 47,000
accounts throughout Delaware.
David Wilkerson (right)  and  Bruce O’Connor, President of
Tidewater Utilities, sign the acquisition papers.

The DEPSC approval also authorizes Tidewater
to maintain the existing rates the Wilkerson and
Broadkiln customers currently pay. Wilkerson provides service through over 500 customer connections through
7 community water systems in Kent and Sussex Counties, Delaware. Broadkiln provides service through over 500
customer connections in the Broadkiln Beach community bordering the Delaware Bay in Sussex County, Delaware.
“We are pleased to welcome customers of Wilkerson Water and Broadkiln Beach Water Companies to the
Tidewater family and thank David Wilkerson for working to ensure a smooth transition,” said A. Bruce O’Connor,
President of Tidewater Utilities. “Tidewater’s team of experienced professionals look forward to providing
the high quality, local and reliable water service customers have depended upon under the leadership of the
Wilkerson family.” The transaction is expected to close by year end.
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Middlesex Water Company representatives, Mike
Hanna, Jan Chwiedosiuk and Summer DeFEO enjoyed
visiting Colonia High School for Woodbridge Schools
Business Discovery Day. They had the opportunity to
chat with talented young minds about engineering,
operations, communications and all the other important jobs that make the water industry work.

Jay Kooper Wins ‘General Counsel of The Year’

Superstars in Business

Jay Kooper, MSEX Vice President, General Counsel and
Secretary has been named General Counsel of the
Year, by NJBIZ, New Jersey’s leading business publication. The General Counsel of the Year Awards program
honors New Jersey’s standout General Counsels and
Chief Legal Officers for their efforts in contributing to
the success of their companies. “Middlesex Water is
honored that Jay has been named a General Counsel
of the Year,” said Dennis W. Doll, Middlesex Water
President and CEO. “This recognition is a clear reflection of his expertise in navigating critical legal and
regulatory matters and his leadership within the water
and wastewater industry,” said Doll.

Tidewater Utilities, Inc. has
been named a 2019 Award of
Excellence recipient (60-150
Employee Category) by the
Delaware State Chamber of
Commerce (DSCC). The recognition
honors small businesses that display the highest of
ethical standards and incorporate innovative ways to
sustain and grow their business while maintaining a
qualified workforce. Businesses and nonprofits submit
an application that detail eight areas of business
practices, which is then reviewed by a committee. The
committee recognizes the top two businesses in three
categories, based on number of employees, and a
nonprofit category.

The Results Are In - Have You Read Your
Annual Water Quality Report?

“Tidewater Utilities is honored to be named The
Award of Excellence recipient by the DSCC. The
recognition is a true testament to the continuing
efforts that our staff makes to deliver our core values
in decisions and business practices that result in
continual innovation and growth, support of the
community and employee engagement,” said Bruce
O’Connor, President of Tidewater Utilities, Inc.

Consumer Confidence Reports (CCRs) are provided to
our customers each and every year to inform them
of the characteristics of their water supply. The report
describes the results of water samples and the quality
of treated water, substances present in the water and
maximum levels of those compounds permitted by
state or federal regulations.
We are devoted to providing a safe and dependable
water supply. CCRs include information that helps
readers have a better understanding of water source
and quality. MWC is pleased to report no violations of
drinking water quality standards in 2018 and we are
proud to provide you with a clean, safe and plentiful
supply. Should you have a question about your water,
we invite you to contact our water quality team at
info@middlesexwater.com

Ready To Respond
Aside from job-specific training and continuing education courses required of many positions
throughout the MWC Enterprise, the company offers optional training to employees, such as
defensive driving and first aid, CPR and AED training. The skills learned during these classes
primarily benefit situations that may occur while on the job.
On occasion, employees may find themselves responding to a medical emergency requiring CPR
or a vehicle accident where a citizen needs first aid. Recently, several employees found themselves
in both of these predicaments. These employees, utilizing the training
offered by MWC, were able to think quickly, gain control and
administer first aid and CPR until first responders arrived on
the scene. The skills executed from the training course
helped a situation from going from bad to worse.
We’re glad this safety training helps to keep our
employees safe.
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$10 Million Water
Upgrade Underway
in Carteret
As part of its 2019 RENEW Program, MWC is investing
$10 million to replace four miles of water mains,
along with service lines, valves and fire hydrants in
the Borough of Carteret, NJ. The work is designed to
replace aging infrastructure and improve fire flows
and overall service quality. As part of this initiative,
Middlesex Water will also be installing exterior meter
pits at each customer’s premise. The meter pit will
eventually house the water meter once it is relocated
from inside the home.
Middlesex Water selects a different project area
each year based on asset management records
and historical data. “Proactive investment in aging
water infrastructure helps us to better preserve our
water resources,” said Dennis Doll, Middlesex Water
president and chief executive officer The complete
replacement of pipe minimizes the potential of
future leaks or main breaks in that vicinity,” said Doll.
“This commitment to proactive asset management
ultimately results in lower long term costs and helps
avoid emergency repairs which can cost three to
five times more than planned upgrades,” said Doll.
Funding for RENEW 2019 is provided by the New
Jersey Economic Development Authority.

MWC Replacing Meters For
Customer Convenience & Safety
MWC began a multi-year program to relocate interior residential water meters to exterior meter pit enclosures
for customer convenience and safety and to comply with regulations. This program affects customers in the
company’s Middlesex retail system in the towns of Carteret, Edison, Metuchen, South Amboy, South Plainfield
and Woodbridge.
The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities requires residential meters to be replaced and tested on a recurring
schedule, typically ten years for most residential customers. As meters approach the testing anniversary or if the
Company encounters challenging meter access issues, these meters will be placed on our meter relocation list.
Exterior meter pit installation and the actual relocation of the interior meter to the pit is typically a two-phase
process. During the first phase of the project, exterior meter pits are installed at each customer’s premise ahead
of their scheduled meter testing. Then, during their scheduled meter testing, Middlesex Water will relocate each
customer’s interior meter to the company-owned exterior meter pit.

Program Benefits
•

Convenience - Customers will no longer need to be at home waiting for a technician to service the interior
meter because no access is needed to the home.

•

Safety - Eliminating in-home visits reduces the potential for imposters to pose as water company
personnel trying to gain access to your home.

•

Protection - A leaking meter, though infrequent, can damage your home’s interior and basement. Moving
these meters outdoors eliminates the risk of damage caused by a leaking meter.

•

Maintenance - Maintenance of the meter environment when located in the home, and providing meter
access to MWC service personnel is the customer’s responsibility. Once relocated to an exterior pit, meter
maintenance is the company’s responsibility.

•

Efficiency - Meter pits allows quicker and easier access by company personnel, which is especially
important in emergencies.

Customers of affected premises will receive advance notice of scheduled meter relocation via door hanger.
All meter relocation work will be performed by Middlesex Water personnel or its contractors at no cost to
customers. Location of the meter pit, typically in the planter area (between the curb and sidewalk) or in the
sidewalk is based on field conditions such as buried underground utilities, available space, or where the
municipality has expressed a preference to ensure uniformity. Following the installation of an exterior meter
pit, Middlesex will perform temporary restoration, followed by more complete restoration within one to three
months, weather permitting.

Meet MWC’s Senior Leadership Team
With the recent retirement of Richard M. Risoldi, Senior Vice President
– Operations & Chief Operating Officer, Middlesex Water Company
simultaneously made several executive leadership changes in
connection with its succession plans. The following executives, G.
Christian Andreasen, Georgia M. Simpson and Robert K. Fullagar have
joined the Company’s senior leadership Team.

(Pictured L to Right) Georgia M. Simpson-V.P. Information Technology,
G. Christian Andreasen-V.P. Enterprise Engineering, Lorrie B.
Ginegaw-V.P. of Human Resources, Dennis W. Doll-President and
CEO, Robert K. Fullagar-V.P. of Operations, Jay L. Kooper-V.P., General
Counsel & Secretary, A. Bruce O’Connor, Sr.-V.P., Treasurer and Chief
Financial Officer, Bernadette M. Sohler-V.P. Corporate Affairs.
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New Legislation Enhances Public Health and
Improves Drinking Water Quality
What is the Water Quality Accountability Act?
The Water Quality Accountability Act, (WQAA), which became effective on October 19, 2017, established new
requirements for purveyors of public water (both municipal and private systems with 500+ connections) to
enhance the safety, reliability, and administrative oversight of water infrastructure.  

What are the New Requirements under the WQAA?
•

Asset Management: The WQAA requires purveyors of public water, like Middlesex Water, to create and
implement an asset management plan designed to inspect, maintain, repair and renew its infrastructure.

•

Hydrant & Valve Maintenance: Purveyors are also required to routinely inspect, maintain and repair valves
and fire hydrants throughout the system.

•

Cybersecurity Program: Purveyors that utilize internet connected control systems are required to create
a formal cybersecurity program, in accordance with requirements established by the New Jersey Board of
Public Utilities (BPU).

•

Mitigation Plan for Safe Drinking Water Act Violations: As a supplement to the Safe Drinking Water
Act, purveyors who exceed a certain number of violations within any 12-month period are required to
submit a formal mitigation plan to show how the specific violation will be addressed and a timeline for
implementation of the plan.

As an investor owned utility governed by both the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection and the NJ Board of Public
Utilities, Middlesex Water had many of these requirements already in
place before the passage of the Act. As a result, Middlesex can offer
municipal teams technical assistance in navigating the requirements
and suggest real solutions to more effectively manage their systems.
Essentially, the WQAA brings all municipal systems under the same
umbrella and under the same standards for quality and accountability.
Which makes this “the best piece of legislation I have seen in a long
time.” says Dennis Doll, President and CEO of Middlesex Water.
Another new piece of legislation passed in October 2018, the American Water Infrastructure Act requires
community water systems serving more than 3,300 people to complete an all hazards complete risk and
resilience assessment, to develop an emergency response plan and to submit a certification of completion to the
United States Environmental Protection Agency by March 2020.

Reliability
Reliability
Resiliency
Resiliency
Service Quality
Service
Quality
Western Transmission
Main Installation
in Final Phase
Investment in Critical
Infrastructure Helps Ensure
Water for Tomorrow
Middlesex Water Company (MWC) continues with
the installation of its large diameter 4.5 mile-long
supplementary water transmission main begun in
late 2018 through parts of Edison and Metuchen, New
Jersey. MWC is installing the water main to provide
critical backup water supply and ensure resiliency
in the Company’s water distribution system. The
entire project is now over 90% complete. During this
final phase of Installation, MWC will use trenchless
technology to construct and direct the new water
main. Middlesex Water officials, engineers and
contractors have been working with Borough
administration and local police throughout the project
to minimize project impacts on residents and local
businesses where possible. All businesses within the
area are expected to remain open as construction
work continues.
This large diameter main, known as the Western
Transmission Main project, is one of several projects
Middlesex Water is undertaking through 2021 under
its $295 million infrastructure investment initiative
known as Water For Tomorrow®. All improvements
are designed to strengthen water distribution
infrastructure and ensure greater reliability, safety
and service quality for current and future generations
of water users.
For more information about the project, visit www.
WaterForTomorrowMWC.com or call 800.549.3802.
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We’re Building Stronger Communities!
Making a difference in our community is important to the Middlesex Water Company (MWC) Enterprise. Our
goal, through donations of time, in-kind contributions, financial resources and voluntarism, is to improve the
quality of life in the communities we serve. Advancing community health and wellness is just one of the many
ways we are able to make a positive impact. As a responsible corporate citizen, MWC also supports initiatives in
environmental stewardship, economic development and Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math. We
are proud to serve our communities in many different ways.
Bowl for Hunger

Watershed Cleanups

Habitat for Humanity

In Your Community

In Your Community
Ronald McDonald House

Middlesex Enterprise

Customer Service
Contact Numbers
Middlesex Water Company
800-549-3802

is a publication of
Middlesex Water Company
If you have comments or questions
about this publication or our family of
companies, please call our
Corporate Affairs
Department at
732-638-7549
or email info@middlesexwater.com

Pinelands Water & Wastewater
800-782-1116

Attention Homeowner
Associations in DE
Help us provide your residents with important
customer service and operational updates for your
community by emailing your primary HOA contact
information (name, phone number, email address) to
csmwc@middlesexwater.com.

Tidewater Utilities
877-720-9272
Twin Lakes Utilities
800-523-7224

SOCIALIZE WITH US!
Like, Comment, Share, Tweet and Repeat!

USA-Avalon
800-429-4030
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Follow us on social media to stay connected.
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